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Penn National Gaming  

Engagement letter 

 A full-scale valuation and security analysis has been performed on Penn National 

Gaming, Inc. as of 12/31/2021 according to the FIN-498 Capstone Project Instructions. Penn 

National Gaming, Inc. is a regional gaming operator and a highly innovative provider of retail 

and online gaming, sports betting, live entertainment, parimutuel racing, and hospitality. As of 

April 19, 2022, they have a stock price of $38.90. This analysis deemed the value of the 

company to be worth $(TBD). To arrive at this valuation, analysis of key financial financial 

ratios and financial statements, as well as market comparable and discounted cash flow methods 

were performed. The analysis was limited to information that was available as of December 31, 

2021.  
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Company Overview 

Understand the business 

Penn National Gaming, Inc. is North America’s largest regional gaming operator and a 

highly innovative provider of retail and online gaming, sports betting, live entertainment, 

parimutuel racing, and hospitality. 

 The start of Penn National Gaming, Inc. can be traced back to 1967 when Pennsylvania 

first passed a law allowing parimutuel wagering on thoroughbred horse races. This led to the 

founding of two companies in 1968 that would later form part of Penn National: Pitt Park 

Raceway, Inc. and the Pennsylvania National Turf Club. Pitt Park Raceway, Inc. was eventually 

renamed to Mountainview Thoroughbred Racing Association and along with the Turf Club, were 

subsidiaries of the new public corporation Penn National Gaming, Inc. in May of 1994.  

Listed on the Nasdaq under the ticker symbol PENN, the corporation utilizes a unique 

omnichannel approach to facilitate a better connected environment for their customers. This is 

accomplished through their myChoice loyalty program, which allows guests to have access to 

rewards across all the corporation’s retail casinos, as well as online gaming and sports betting 

apps.  

PENN’s key product is the casino and the revenue that it generates. Casino revenue 

comprises the majority of the company’s overall revenue each year. Some of the more popular 

activities within the casino are slot machines and table games such as blackjack, poker, and 

roulette. The company also offers food and drink available for purchase at their casinos as well 

as hotel accommodations for guests wishing to stay on the property. These products and services 
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do not bring in as much revenue as gaming but are worth mentioning since they account for 

roughly 15-20% of annual revenue.  

Penn National Gaming, Inc. has consumers across many different backgrounds. Their 

gaming and casinos can be attractive to anyone but in particular they want to appeal to an 

audience with higher disposable income since those customers are more likely to spend higher 

amounts of money due to their ability to better afford losses. Lower income individuals are still 

attracted to their business however. These individuals are looking to make large amounts of 

money in a short amount of time to help their financial status. Despite this, PENN is better off 

building casinos in areas where income is higher because those individuals will spend more 

gaming and also be more likely to stay in their hotels or spend on food and drink.  

As part of the casino and gaming industry, Penn National Gaming, Inc. faces competition 

from several other companies. These include Scientific Games Corporation (SGMS), Wynn 

Resorts, Limited (WYNN), Boyd Gaming Corporation (BYD), International Game Technology 

PLC (IGT), and MGM Resorts International (MGM). Of these companies, only IGT is not 

headquartered in the United States but still own significant property in the country. These 

companies are the most comparable to PENN in terms of market cap, products and services 

offered, and main locations. Further discussion of each company and why they are an appropriate 

market comparable will be done later on.  

 PENN is currently in an expansion point in their business cycle. They have done much in 

terms of acquiring other companies and expanding their properties in recent years which is 

reflected with their increases in revenue and total assets over the past few years. Although the 

Covid-19 pandemic brought upon major losses in 2020, the company rebounded nicely in 2021 

to post positive net income. Their recent acquisition of Barstool Sports and TheScore Media will 
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only continue to help the company grow. Further expansion is also possible as more states 

legalize sports betting.  

PESTEL Analysis 

• Political Factors that Impact Penn National Gaming, Inc.  

- State laws regarding sportsbooks. (could also be legal) 

o Not all states currently have legal sports betting which impacts the markets that 

Penn National Gaming, Inc. and their subsidiary Barstool Sports can enter.  

o If more states follow the recent trend of allowing sports betting, Penn National 

will be able to grow even bigger.  

- Taxation. 

o Different tax rates on gambling and casino companies as well as consumers 

potentially having to pay a gains tax on their winnings.  

- Wage legislation. 

o Wage legislation can vary by state could lead to higher wage expenses and 

increase costs for the business.  

• Economic Factors that Impact Penn National Gaming, Inc.  

- Inflation rates. 

o The inflation rate is something PENN must keep an eye on as a rise in 

inflation could lead to higher product costs. This must be offset in some way.  

- Average income of surrounding area. 

o PENN must factor in average income in locations where they operate casinos 

to ensure that residents in the nearby area can afford to and are willing to 

spend money in their casinos and hotels.   
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- Labor costs.  

o Higher labor costs are a concern for any corporation, Penn National Gaming, 

Inc. notwithstanding. Higher labor costs could force the corporation to cut 

back on the number of employees and lead to a diminished product for 

consumers.  

• Sociocultural Factors that Impact Penn National Gaming, Inc. 

- Demographics. 

o Demographics of an area such as income, education, and employment could 

impact how often residents of the surrounding area gamble and how much they 

are willing to risk. 

• Technological Factors that Impact Penn National Gaming, Inc.  

- Faster, more efficient systems.  

o PENN must be prudent in staying up to date with their technology so that they do 

not fall behind competitors in the minds of consumers. Inferior technology could 

lead consumers to choosing other casinos with technology that is perceived to be 

better. This includes the Barstool Sports sportsbook app and other competing 

sportsbook apps.  

• Environmental Factors that Impact Penn National Gaming, Inc.  

- Environmental regulations. 

o Environmental regulations such as pollution control and use of land could impact 

PENN if they decide to remodel an existing casino or build a new one. Some land 

zones do not permit buildings such as casinos and must be accounted for before 

acquiring the land.  
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• Legal Factors that Impact Penn National Gaming, Inc.  

- Anti-trust laws. 

o Anti-trust laws could pose a problem for PENN if they consolidate too much 

market power and price competitors out of competition.  

Industry and Competitive Analysis 

 The casino and gaming industry is massive, worth around 227 billion dollars according to 

latest estimates. Gambling is also something that has been around for centuries, even when 

people could only play cards before there were actual casinos. Gambling is not something that is 

likely to decline any time soon and is actually more likely to continue to increase as technology 

makes it easier to do and more states legalize sports betting. Any company in the casino industry 

does not have to worry if there will be a market for their service.  

 The casino and gaming industry is a tough one to break into with the powerhouses that 

currently exist and the licenses that are needed. Many states have laws that limit how many 

casinos can operate within their state and how many different companies are allowed. This make 

it difficult for new entrants to enter the market and makes those already in the market in better 

position as they are only competing against one another rather than constantly fighting off new 

challenges. Suppliers have some power because they make sophisticated machines and can make 

new desirable technology that companies have to purchase so they do not fall behind their 

competitors. This power is limited though because many companies are capable of making these 

machines, meaning that the supply is readily available and not scarce. Firms in other industries 

are also not able to offer substitute products since if consumers want to legally gamble, they have 

to go to a casino which has the necessary legal documentation. Underground sportsbook and 
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betting have been around for years but these are likely to slowly decrease as legalized sportsbook 

become more popular and easier to use.   

Penn National Gaming, Inc. is currently in the middle of the casino and gaming industry 

as far as market cap goes. They are in good position to maintain their status and potentially even 

increase their prospects moving forward. Acquiring Barstool Sports was a major win for the 

company as Barstool has a massive fan following and their own sportsbook. PENN did not have 

their own sportsbook so obtaining a company with this service was vital with the way the sports 

betting market is exploding. Americans wagered $57.22 billion on sports last year when only 30 

states currently allow sports betting and only 18 allow online sports betting. If a casino company 

is not currently in the sports betting business, they are behind but PENN has one of the major 

players in the market which bodes well for future success. Utilizing the omnichannel approach 

also gives PENN a competitive advantage over other companies in the industry. By having 

everything connected through their myChoice loyalty program, PENN makes it easier for 

consumers to connect across all their platforms. Consumers like ease of access so this is a big 

advantage for PENN and maintaining customer satisfaction and retention.  
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS (2017-2021) 

Income Statement  

 Performing horizontal analysis on the income statement helps to identify trends within 

the business and if certain aspects are positively increasing year over year or showing a troubling 

decrease or stagnation. When performing horizontal analysis on PENN’s income statement, the 

most promising trend is that total revenues were overall increased over 87% from 2017 to 2021. 

This included a gradual increase every year with the exception of 2020 when the Covid-19 

pandemic forced a shutdown of many indoor business, including casinos. It is perhaps 

concerning that net income was down 11.17% over the same period, but this can be attributed to 

the pandemic and the fact that 2021 was not a full year with capacity limits still largely in place 

for a majority of the year.  

 Upon performing vertical analysis of the income statement, no number immediately stuck 

out or seemed particularly troublesome. It is clear that the vast majority of PENN’s overall 

revenue comes from gaming as it accounted for 80.52-85.51% of the revenue for each year 

between 2017 and 2021. This is something that perhaps management can look at and try to 

spread out a little more as the company continues to grow and expand. On the other hand, 

gaming is not likely to go out of style any time soon so this is a relatively safe bet to rely on for 

revenue generation.  

Balance Sheet 

 Horizontal analysis on the balance sheet shows definite expansion of the company. Just 

about every category is up a significant percentage, led by total assets which increased over 

200% from 2017 to 2021. This is a very positive sign for the company since it shows expansion 
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and the ability to keep producing promising numbers. A company in financial distress cannot 

expand at the rate that Penn National Gaming, Inc. has done over the past five years.  

 Vertical analysis on the balance sheet also reveals some positive trends. For one, the 

percentage of total liabilities has decreased each year while equity has increased. This is a good 

sign since the company has less to pay off in terms of their proportion of revenue and can 

reinvest in the company for future growth. One area that would be nice to see PENN improve is 

the proportion of cash they hold. The past two years they have held over 10% of total assets in 

cash which is probably better off being paid as a dividend to shareholders or being used to 

finance some new project.  

Key Ratios 

 In analyzing key financial ratios, Penn National Gaming, Inc. outperformed the casino 

and gaming industry in several areas. These include: revenue growth (19.59% to 9.55%), quick 

ratio (1.26 to 1.12), current ratio (1.96 to 1.62), and asset turnover (0.426 to 0.386). These are 

meaningful because they demonstrate that PENN is outperforming competitors in growing 

revenue year over year, having the ability to satisfy current liabilities, and having the ability to 

efficiently use assets to generate revenue. In addition, debt-to-total assets has improved each year 

since 2017 and the return on assets outperformed the industry in 2021. The return on assets is 

perhaps the most notable since the industry averaged a loss of 2.97% while PENN returned a 

positive 2.67%. Coming out of the Covid-19 pandemic, this is a positive sign for the 

management of PENN and their ability to efficiently manage assets to produce a profit.  
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Market Comparables Valuation 

 Market comparables is a valuation method in which comparable companies are selected 

and different performance measures are utilized to estimate the value of a target company, which 

in this case is Penn National Gaming, Inc. For the purpose of this valuation, the peer companies 

of Scientific Games Corporation (SGMS), Wynn Resorts, Limited (WYNN), Boyd Gaming 

Corporation (BYD), International Game Technology PLC (IGT), and MGM Resorts 

International (MGM) were chosen. These specific companies were chosen because they are all 

part of the casino and gaming industry and thus face many similar challenges as PENN. They are 

also relatively similar in market cap size and the products and services that they offer.  

MGM is slightly bigger than the rest of the group with a market cap of $16.322 billion 

but still offer a good comparison due to their presence in the United States and offering of a 

mobile betting app, similar to the one that PENN owns through Barstool. They generated 

revenue of $10.886 million in 2021 and operate in Las Vegas, Massachusetts, Detroit, 

Mississippi, Maryland, and New Jersey. They have a similar P/B ratio to PENN, which indicates 

that investors value the companies in a similar way compared to their book values.  

Wynn Resorts, Limited has a market cap of $7.685 billion and produced revenue of 

$3.764 million in 2021. They are able to draw from a different market with locations in China 

but are headquartered in the United States and have locations in Las Vegas and Massachusetts. 

They represent an appropriate market comparable due to their similarities in market and revenue, 

as well as owning the most similar EV/EBITDA ratio of the peer group.  

Boyd Gaming owns a market cap of $6.417 billion and had a revenue of $3,477 million 

in 2021. They operate in similar areas to Penn, currently having locations in Las Vegas, 
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Pennsylvania, Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, and Mississippi. They possess the same EV/Revenue 

ratio as Penn National, meaning that both companies are worth relatively the same in comparison 

to their revenues.  

Scientific Games possesses a market cap of $5.127 billion and brought in revenue of 

$2,153 million in 2021. They are an adequate market comparable because of their similar market 

cap, as well as the fact that they have a very similar forward P/E ratio. This is important because 

it means that there are similar expectations for each company in the future.  

International Game Technology has a market cap of $4.204 billion and generated revenue 

of $4,089 million in 2021. They possess a similar P/S as PENN, which indicates that investors 

are willing to similar amounts for every $1 of revenue that each company produces.  

The multiples that were used in the market comparable approach are as follows:  

• Forward P/E 

o Value of current share price to future expected earnings per share 

• P/B 

o Compares market value of company to book value  

• P/S  

o Compares market value of company to revenue 

o Indicates attractiveness of company 

• EV/EBITDA 

o How many times EBITDA is needed to purchase the company 

• EV/Revenue 

o How much it costs to purchase a company based on sales 
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 After performing market multiples valuation, PENN was estimated to be worth $58.22 

per share with a low of $32.34 and a high value of $83.05. Since there were five companies used 

for comparison, the median value was used to determine PENN’s value to avoid any outliers on 

either end. PENN is currently worth $36.85 as of May 9th, 2022, meaning a significant majority 

of the comparable values suggest it is undervalued. All comparable multiples were used in this 

valuation because they produced valuations that were deemed to be relevant and reasonable. The 

low price of $32.34 was calculated from the forward P/E multiple while the next lowest was 

slightly above $51. This suggests that perhaps the forward P/E was too conservative and the 

other numbers are more indicative of the future but forward P/E was still factored in since it is 

forecasted.  
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Discounted Cash Flows Valuation 

 The discounted cash flow method (DCF) helps to value a company by forecasting 

expected cash flows over a horizon period and discounting them by a calculated weighted-

average cost of capital (WACC). This produces a present value of the cash flows which is then 

divided by the company’s diluted shares outstanding to calculate a price per share.  

 The discounted cash flow method has many advantages. One such advantage is that it 

does not require other comparable companies to be calculated. It is purely based on one such 

company and projecting their cash future cash flows. Another advantage is that relies on free 

cash flows which are unrestricted in the sense that they are not involved with certain accounting 

policies that could affect a company’s earnings. Finally, the DCF method is simple to understand 

since it produces an estimate of what the company should be worth without requiring an 

explanation as to how that number was calculated.  

 The weighted average cost of capital is used as the discount factor when calculating the 

present value of the cash flows. It is determined by using the formula:  

WACC = (Weight of Debt * Cost of Debt) + (Weight of Equity * Cost of Equity) 

The weight of debt is determined by dividing total liabilities by the sum of total liabilities and 

total equity. The weight of equity is 1 minus the weight of debt since they must add up to equal 

1. The total liabilities number was taken directly from the financial statements of PENN and the 

total equity was the market cap at the time of calculation. The cost of debt was determined by 

dividing the interest expense by total liabilities. Beta, risk-free rate, and market risk premium 

were found using online sources and used to calculate the cost of equity.  
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 To calculate the free cash flows, a few steps were followed. Firstly, a horizon period had 

to be determined. For the purposes of this valuation, I determined that a five year horizon period 

along with a terminal growth period was sufficient to estimate PENN’s equity value per share. 

Next, I had to estimate sales growth. With a mostly full year of no limitations due to the Covid-

19 pandemic, I estimated that 2022 will bring an increase in revenue which is shown in my 

calculations. After that I estimate that growth will not happen quite as much, however it should 

still see an upward trajectory. This is particularly true if more states legalize sports betting or 

make it easier for residents to gamble online. The next step was to use the growth rate to find 

future EBIT, taxes, net income, change in net working capital, and capital expenditures. After 

these were found, change in net working capital and capital expenditures were subtracted from 

net income plus depreciation and amortization to determine the free cash flows. They were then 

discounted by the WACC and added together to find the enterprise value.  
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Forecast Period Selection  

 As the Covid-19 pandemic continues to slow and life returns to normal, I estimate that 

the casino industry in general will see revenue growth. I am optimistic about PENN’s 

competitive position in the market so I believe they will grow around 6% in 2022 and then the 

growth will slowly level off in about five years. This growth could be higher if more states 

legalize sports betting which would increase the amount of money that can be earned.  

Assumptions 

 One assumption in the DCF model is that of the growth rate. Determining growth rates 

for the horizon period and terminal periods are necessary for the model in order to reach a final 

equity value for the firm. In this valuation, the growth rates were estimated to be 6.00% for 2022 

before slowly decreasing each year to be 3.00% in 2027. The terminal period growth rate was 

estimated to be 2.00%.  

 Another assumption within the DCF model is the forecast period. The forecast period is 

an estimate that is made by researching the company’s financials and their previous growth. This 

estimation is to determine when the company will enter a mature state, which was estimated to 

still have a growth rate of 2.00% in this valuation.  

Estimating the Terminal Value 

 The perpetuity growth rate model assumes that the company will generate free cash flows 

at a constant rate forever once the terminal period is reached. The exit multiple method assumes 

that the company will be sold at the EBITDA value in the terminal period and then utilizes a 

value from the market comparable approach to estimate the company’s enterprise value.  
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Perpetuity Growth Rate Model 

Calculating the Terminal Value 

 To calculate the terminal value, the terminal period’s free cash flow was divided by the 

difference of the cost of capital and terminal growth rate. This value was then discounted by the 

WACC and added to the present value of the horizon period free cash flows to come up with the 

enterprise value.  

 

Debt and preferred stock were then subtracted while cash & cash equivalents were added back to 

calculate the equity value. This value was then divided by PENN’s diluted shares outstanding to 

come up with a price per share of $83.99. This value is only relevant if PENN matches the 

estimated revenue growth rates however I believe in the analysis done to think that they can 

match this number.  
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Exit Multiple Approach 

Calculating the Terminal Value 

 The exit multiple approach focuses on calculating a terminal value from EBITDA. I 

estimated the exit multiple to be 8.09x by using the median value of EV/EBITDA from the 

market comparable approach. The average value of 19.74 seemed too high which is why I 

decided to use the median value. Future growth of EBITDA was determined by multiplying the 

EBITDA % of sales. Once the terminal period was reached, I multiplied the value by the exit 

multiple and then found the present value.  

 

 As with the perpetuity growth model, I then added the horizon period values to come up 

with the enterprise value. Debt and preferred stock were once again subtracted while cash & cash 

equivalents were again added to determine the equity value.  

 

 The equity value was then divided by the diluted shares outstanding again to come up 

with the equity value per share of $68.98.  
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Sensitivity Analysis 

 The DCF and exit multiple valuations were done based on one set of assumptions. 

Sensitivity analysis shows how the valuation could be different if those assumptions were to 

change slightly. It accomplishes this by changing the WACC, terminal growth rate, and exit 

multiple. This is important to see how much the price per share would change if one variable 

would change.  

Sensitivity Analysis on Perpetuity Growth Model 

 The perpetuity growth model is heavily dependent upon the WACC and terminal growth 

rate. Sensitivity analysis for this model changes both of those variables to determine the impact 

these can have.  

 

*WACC is the columns and terminal growth rate is the rows 

Sensitivity Analysis on Exit Multiple  

 The exit multiple method is dependent entirely upon the selection of the exit multiple. As 

expected, a lower exit multiple leads to a lower price per share while a higher exit multiple 

produces a higher price per share. This demonstrates that if PENN can increase their EBITDA 

over the coming years, their stock price should also in turn see an increase.  
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Valuation Chart 

 This football field valuation chart displays the highs and lows of the sensitivity analysis, 

as well as the median and average values of the market comparable analysis to show how PENN 

could change in price.  

 As of May 9, 2022, Penn National Gaming, Inc. was trading at $36.85. 

 

 In just about every valuation shown, PENN is currently undervalued based on its current 

stock price. The only value that shows that PENN could be overvalued is the low value of the 

forward P/E. All calculated values were used in this valuation chart.  
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Weighted Average Valuation 

 After putting together all calculated values, I assigned each a relevant weight as to what I 

thought would be an appropriate price. EV/Revenue was weighted the lowest because I 

determined its value to be a little too high but was still included in the valuation because PENN’s 

multiple was the same as the median of the industry and thus provided an adequate comparison. 

My weighted average valuation came out to be $58.70. 
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Recommendation 

 After all my analysis and calculations, I do believe that PENN is worth investing in. 

Their services have a strong market that is only likely to get bigger and they have a strong 

position within that market to capitalize on its growth. The likely increase in sports betting 

revenue, as well as PENN’s increased stake in Barstool Sports and their sports betting app make 

me particularly optimistic on the direction of the company.  
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